
Specifications sheet
Your quiet space for undisturbed 
phone calls and deep work

Tuesday booths are built to the highest standards, 
ensuring the best sound insulation and noise reduction. 

With Tuesday booths, you can be sure of a peaceful 
and productive work environment, no matter how noisy 
your surroundings may be.
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Sustainability
Recycled materials approx ≥180kg 
(12m²/0.66m³) each.

Magnetic Door System
*4000k (150Lx) 
Daylight LED lighting.

Work Desk

Sofa
Designed ergonomically 
for working on laptop, 
phone booth, zoom calls.

Designed ergonomically 
for working on laptop, 
phone booth, zoom calls.

Passive Lightning
*4000k (150Lx) 
Daylight LED lighting
Dimmable Directional 
Strip Task Light.

Electrical
 UK / EURO Power Supply
- USB * 2, USB-C * 1
*Energy Saving Motion 
Sensor Control.

Leading The Sound 
Pod Industry
STC 30dB (±5dB) &
RT0.25s (±0.1s)
Daiki Verified.

Ventilation
Air flow at 78 m³/hr refreshing 
air every two minutes.
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Product features



Exterior:
H 226cm x W 110cm x D 90cm

Interior:
H 211cm x W 100cm x D 80cm

Capacity:
1 person

Weight:
224kg (Pod+Furniture)

Power requirements:
Equipped with a directional task 
lighting bar and singular UL/CE 
220-240v power socket (UK or 
EU) with 2 * USB and 1 * USB-C 
will power the devices required.

Sound/NIC rating:
Leading the Sound Pod Industry
STC 30 dB & RT0.25s 
NIC=25dB
D/C50：＞0.76 STI A+

Airflow
78 m3/hr. Refreshing air every 
two minutes guaranteeing 
excellent oxygen rates. 

Material
Carbon acoustic plate, PET acoustic plate, Polyester 
Iacoustic fiber, Aluminum, Stainless steel, ABS plastic.

Safety
Emergency Safety Hammer 
included for internal fitting. 

Fire Rated Foam
UK Fire foam where 
required.

Projected area
0.99㎡

Product Specifications

W 90cm (ext.) / 80cm (int.)

Cloud Storm

Mint Southsea Hazel Ta�y

Hazel Ash wood

InteriorExterior Standards:

Exterior Options:

Handle
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Modern Applications:
Lights, Power, Action! Within the Tuesday booth sits a mini 
sofa, cushioned for comfort but primarily for support, 
complimented by an organically curved task desk.
Equipped with a directional task lighting bar and singular 
UL/CE 220-240v power socket (UK or EU) with 2 * USB and 1 
* USB-C will power the devices required.
The PIR sensor will help save on power, automatically 
turning o� after 5mins of not being occupied.

Sound isolating double walls:
Our booths maintain a Rw+Ctr 30db (+5 db) by utilizing a 
market leading double walled technology.

Passive Lighting:
TTuesday booth also has non-directional main *4000k 
(150Lx) Daylight LED lighting, o�ering a comfortable, well 
aired environment.

Air flow technology:
Replacing the air regularly within the Tuesday booth helps 
the occupant feel fresh and comfortable and surrounds them 
with fresh oxygen every 2 minutes, promoting health and 
wellbeing.

Flexible and movable:
Tuesday booth can be moved in minutes; lower the levelling 
legs allowing the castors to take over and move where ever 
you want!
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